
Energy issues in the 
Wise Response 

Context



ARE WE PREPARED TO CHANGE?



ARE WE PREPARED TO CHANGE?



IF NOT, WHAT’S THE LOGICAL END?



ARE WE PREPARED TO ACCEPT FACT?



RELEVANT TO 
FARMING?



Resource in the ground not equal to 
Reserves we can recover economically.



Assumed normal distribution of supply



Gross energy is not all available to us!



Another way of looking at this widening 
gap:



EROI narrative 



Hall - dilemma



Hall - dilemma



An energy constrained future:

https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/brace-for-the-financial-crash-of-2018-b2f81f85686b#.4cael0v9c
https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/brace-for-the-financial-crash-of-2018-b2f81f85686b#.4cael0v9c
http://bit.ly/2nHGrRx


The Simpler Way has as guiding principles:
●

●

●

●

●

http://bit.ly/29hAoNP
http://bit.ly/1VsvcFi




Further references:

http://bit.ly/2iMXzQS


Efficiency vs resilience



Resilience Thinking



ARE WE PREPARED TO CHANGE TO 
PREVENT CLIMATE CHANGE?

https://shift-magazine.net/2015/11/19/are-we-prepared-to-change-to-prevent-climate-change/




In summary?
1. New Zealand’s current policies are at the ‘unambitious’ end of global 

commitments under COP21 which commits us to a world with around 3.5 deg 
C warming by 2100 (doesn’t stop there though). 

2. If we only take a ‘fair share’ of the remaining global carbon budget, ignore 
historic emissions, and keep emitting at close to current rates, we have 
something around 10 years worth of emissions for a 50/50 chance. This may 
be extended somewhat with afforestation, but this approach won’t solve the 
problem.

3. We need to start reducing gross emissions radically, as soon as 
possible. This will be disruptive to business as usual if we get it right.

4. The international community knows we’re not doing our part at the moment. 
5. Pressure for serious changes will build as evidence continues to mount of 

‘faster than they thought’ observations. 



The Limits to Growth ‘world3’ scenario:



Objectives for the workshop:

●

●

●

●



Wise Response’s 5 Key Areas



Climate is changing ahead of predictions



Carbon Budget - Global and our ‘fair share’...
The global CO2e budget has been stated as 700Gt (RCP 2.6 scenario from IPCC AR5). 

NZ's population is 0.061% of the global population (4.6M of 7,400M in 2016). 

0.061% of 700Gt is 427Mt (a "fair share" if you ignore historic emission disparity). 

NZ's current emissions are 80Mt CO2e per year, of which roughly half is agricultural 
methane emissions and other Kyoto gases, and LULUFC (the emissions from forests).

According NZ will exceed its "fair share" of CO2 emissions in approximately 10 years 
from now (427Mt / 40Mt per year) at current rates of emissions (with NO GROWTH). 

From that point, our ‘fair share’ is ZERO EMISSIONS…

Prof Bob Lloyd - Physics, Otago (retired) - via email and to ORC hearings for Wise Response



COP21 - INDC’s

http://www.climateactiontracker.org/countries/newzealand 

http://www.climateactiontracker.org/countries/newzealand


Carbon budgets and probability:



The magnitude of the challenge



Popular solutions:



Decoupling?

http://www.sd-commission.org.uk/data/files/publications/prosperity_without_growth_report.pdf


Popular solutions:



BECCS?

http://kevinanderson.info/blog/the-hidden-agenda-how-veiled-techno-utopias-shore-up-the-paris-agreement/


Popular solutions:



Technology?

http://bit.ly/2dKdvEV


Popular solutions:



Remember the timescales we have!

http://limits2growth.org.uk/wp-conte
nt/uploads/2016/04/Jackson-and-W
ebster-2016-Limits-Revisited.pdf 

http://limits2growth.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Jackson-and-Webster-2016-Limits-Revisited.pdf
http://limits2growth.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Jackson-and-Webster-2016-Limits-Revisited.pdf
http://limits2growth.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Jackson-and-Webster-2016-Limits-Revisited.pdf


‘Radical’ solutions:



Personal Action?
1. Start with yourself
2. Continue with those around you
3. Build something new

https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/how-to-change-the-world-in-three-easy-steps-92d7ca576fc1#.aabt65vr2 

Combined Action?
1. Get government to acknowledge fundamental limits science is describing - 

sign your organisation up to the Climate Consensus position paper. 
2. Agree on a course of action forwards from this point, and perhaps we could 

agree on our own activism ‘ratchet mechanism’, which if properly 
communicated could put pressure on government? 

https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/how-to-change-the-world-in-three-easy-steps-92d7ca576fc1#.aabt65vr2

